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Editorial Policy
Arlingtonian is a student-produced newsmagazine published approximately every four weeks by Journalism III-A students at Upper Arlington High School.
The pulication has been eﬆalished as a pulic forum for
student expression and for the discussion of issues of concern to
its audience. It will not be reviewed or restrained by school ofﬁcials prior to pulication or distribution.
Since Arlingtonian is a forum for student expression, the
editorial board, which consists of the staﬀ ’s top editors, will determine the content of the newsmagazine and all unsigned editorials; therefore, material may not necessarily reﬂect the opinions
or policies of Upper Arlington school oﬃcials.

Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor, guest columns
and news releases from faculty, administrators, community residents, students and the general pulic.

The Arlingtonian editorial board reserves the right to withhold a letter or column and return it for more information if it
determines the piece contains items of unprotected eech as
deﬁned by this policy.
As a pulic forum, all letters and columns meeting the above
criteria will be posted in full on the Arlingtonian web site at www.
arlingtonian.com for a minimum of four weeks.
Arlingtonian and its staﬀ will strive to pulish only legally
protected eech following the legal deﬁnitions for libel, obscenity and invasion of privacy. The staﬀ will also refrain from printing stories that create a material disruption of school aivities.
Because the Arlingtonian staﬀ will determine content of the pulication, it will therefore also take complete legal and ﬁnancial responsibility
for what is printed.
Arlingtonian will not avoid pulishing a story solely on the
basis of possile dissent or controversy.
The Arlingtonian staﬀ raises and pays all printing and production costs through advertising sales, subscription sales and
other fundraisers .
The editor shall interpret and enforce this editorial policy.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

W

hile I usually use this space to comment on a story in the issue, I feel it
necessary to discuss something else on my
mind—something of global importance. On
Sept. 30, 2005, the largest daily newspaper
in Denmark, the Jutland Post
Post, pulished 12
controversial editorial cartoons depicting
the Islamic prophet Muhammad. Because
of a de facto prohibition of visual depictions
of Muhammad, Muslim organizations and
11 Islamic countries demanded retraions

lamic issues in the media. While no one needs
to ridicule or stereotype any faith unnecessarily (and it is in poor taste to do so), the Jutland
Post was making a valid statement regarding
the current state of aﬀairs in Europe.
It is unsettling to know that Jacques
Lefranc, former managing director of the
French daily paper France Soi
Soi, was ﬁred
for his decision to re-pulish the cartoons.
Worse yet, Lefranc is not alone: editors in
Jordan, Yemen, Malaysia, South Africa and
Canada have been threatened, ﬁred and
arreﬆed for running the cartoons. Such action, even in a France recently scarred by
riot violence, is cowardly and indicative of
an attitude of fear and appeasement, rather
than a commitment to resolving cultural
tensions head-on. Benjamin Franklin once
said, “Those who would give up essential
liberty to purchase a little temporary safety,
deserve neither liberty nor safety.”
To those who argue these lasphemous
cartoons should not have been permitted to

Political, social and religious groups in
America have been getting offended for
as long as we’ve existed. They can protest
or cut off funding—but the right of the
individual or press to publish something
offensive is not really in dispute.
of the oﬀensive cartoons, apologies and punitive aion from the Danish government.
The Danish Prime Minister Anders Fogh
Rasmussen replied that “The government
refuses to apologize because the government
does not control the media or a newspaper
outlet; that would be in violation of the freedom of eech.”
The response to the cartoons and the refusal to retract them started with peaceful
protests in Denmark, but escalated to violent
protests in the Middle East, including the
storming and arson of Norwegian, Danish
and Swedish embassies.
Contrary to popular belief, the cartoons
were not intended to be critical of Islam.
Rather, they were a commentary on the volatile nature of covering Middle Eastern and Is-
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be printed, I hope you are oﬀended. Freedom
of eech means being oﬀended and dealing
with it. Political, social and religious groups
in America have been getting oﬀended for as
long as we’ve existed. They can protest or cut
oﬀ funding—but the right of the individual or
press to pulish something oﬀensive is not really in dispute.
Unfortunately, the dispute over these cartoons is just one manifeﬆation of a larger cultural tension in Europe, and indeed the world.
But the prolem needs to be solved with candid discussion—the opposite of censorship,
retraions and violent protest.

Think Outside the Boxcar!
Introducing the newest venue
for small, private functions
conveniently located in
northwest Columbus. The
Depot Conference Center is
an authentically renovated
1880 train depot that has been
converted into a state-of-the-art,
stand-alone conference facility.
919 Old Henderson Road
Columbus OH 43220

www.info-depot.com 614-324-5930

We offer our guests:

•A convenient location, free
parking
•Secure, secluded facility
•Complete with Wireless
Internet, 100” Screen, DLP
Projector, Surround Sound
and much more.
•A one-of-a-kind experience
The Depot Conference Center
is ideal for Holiday Gatherings,
Team Banquets, Teacher
Retreats, Board Meetings,
Graduation Parties, Charity
Fundraisers!

Kyle McMahon, Editor-in-Chief
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Seniors celebrate service
After receiving criticism, party committee adds
charity twist to traditional end-of-year graduation bash
•andieDIEMER

G

raduation. The one common goal all 473 senior students have been working towards for the past 13
years. After completing over a decade of
schoolwork, both students and parents
alike feel they have achieved one of the
most fulfilling accomplishments. Some
feel the only appropriate way to mark
one chapter ending and another beginning is with an extravagant party.
Known for its elaborate themes, intense
décor and diligently-working parents, Senior
Celebration is a legendary Arlington custom to
honor graduating students, senior Mary-Charlotte
Mak said.
As co-chair of the celebration, UA parent Cindy
Wernecke said it is a wonderful tradition that
gives seniors’ parents the opportunity to create a
memorable experience and celebrate the accomplishments of their children.
However, after The Columbus Dispatch May
23, 2005 article “Upper Arlington parents go allin for senior poker bash”, which questioned the real
purpose behind the extravagance of last year’s “Texas Hold
‘Em” celebration, the 2006 committee decided to formulate a more developed objective for the party, according to Wernecke.
“This graduating class has done so much for other people and has participated in so many diverse
volunteer opportunities that we wanted to celebrate
their involvement with the community,” Wernecke
said. “It is still going to be a party in celebration of
graduation, but this year we’re gearing it more towards the accomplishments of service hours and all
of the years of service our kids have done for other
people as well.”
Wernecke said besides toning down the theme and
money spent on the four-hour occasion, all leftover money
from the $30 ticket sales and personal contributions will
be donated directly to Habitat for Humanity, a non-profit,
worldwide grass-roots movement that works to build
and rehabilitate houses in the hope of eliminating
global homelessness.
“There are all kinds of organizations out
there, but a lot of kids are familiar with Habitat and have been involved with it in the past,” Wernecke said. “It’s not a narrow charity, and we’ve already set aside a couple Saturdays for students who
do want to come out and build. That time can be put

4

towards service hours as well.”
Mak said the celebration renovation will be better in
the long run for the community, though it may upset a
few students from the current graduating class.
“[The changes] may make a few seniors mad,
because it’s not as elaborate,” Mak said. “They may
not find it a ‘true celebration’ as a big part of our
lives and memory of our high school career since there
is going to be a focus on service.”
Wernecke said that while changes will include sticking to a tighter budget (through ticket sales and personal
donations) than previous years and attempting to receive more donated items instead of ending money
to buy them, the celebration will still be exceptional.
“The lobby is still going to be completely
decorated with a special theme that’s kept secret until the night of the party, tickets will
still be in the form of a T-shirt, the gym will
still be full of games and activities,” Wernecke said. “It’s still going to be a huge party atmosphere with music and entertainment, raffle items,
food and snacks. We’re just taking the excess money
and donating it to a charity.”
So far parents have been supportive of the
change, Wernecke said, but she also has
high hopes of student backing as well.
Mak said some kids may view it as a
learning opportunity to become more
involved in the community, while others could see it as an opportunity to gain
the 16 service hours necessary for graduation.
“I know it’s still going to be put together really
well and that the small drawbacks, like not being as
extravagant as previous years, will benefit a bigger cause and provide people with a true necessity of life,” Mak said.
Wernecke said she hopes student compliance
will allow parents to build off the change for future years to come.
“Since this class is such an exceptional class
and has given so much to the community
and other organizations, I think they
will just embrace this idea of giving
back, because they’ve done so for
much of their life,” Wernecke said.
“It is still a party to celebrate all the effort every student has put into 12 years
of hard work and accomplishment.” •
graphic • chrissyHUMMEL
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s Upper Arlington’s superintendent, Dr. William Schaefer,
prepares to retire after serving the community’s schools for
the past 14 years, he has decided to leave more than just a
name behind.
As one of the driving forces behind the International Baccalaureate (IB) program at UAHS, Schaefer has created the
Dr. Bill Schaefer Scholarship Fund For The Outstanding UA
International Baccalaureate Graduate to further promote the
diploma.
“I wanted to create a scholarship strictly pertaining to IB
graduates,” Schaefer said. “I felt it would be appropriate to
establish a fund that will validate high achievement and completion of the program.”
Schaefer and his wife Michelle donated $10,000 to the
fund, while her employer, Merck Pharmaceutical Company,
matched their contribution.
One IB Diploma student will be chosen annually, beginning with the class of 2006. After he or she applies, the $1,500
scholarship winner will be selected by a committee comprised
of assistant superintendent Dr. Debi Binkley, the UAHS principal and a member of the IB staff.
“I hope this scholarship will act as an incentive for kids to
aspire to higher standards of [IB] completion,” Schaefer said.
The application process calls for each eligible IB pro-
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Scholarship encourages IB participation
gram student to complete a letter explaining how the IB
Program has benefited them, their plans after graduation,
verification that they will be receiving an IB Diploma,
three letters of recommendation and an interview with
the committee.
“Many students may view this [scholarship] as a very narrow application, since there are only 30 students who can
qualify,” Schaefer said. “But there are so many other academic
scholarship opportunities out there that are open to all UA
kids, so I wanted to speciﬁcally create one for the IB students
since I believe so strongly in the program.”
Schaefer hopes the scholarship, which currently has no expiration date and is open to outside contributions, will motivate all students to recognize the varying degrees of outstanding academics and become involved.
While no speciﬁc time or place has been designated for
the award ceremony, Schaefer is ecstatic for the promise the
scholarship holds.
“I’m just personally really looking forward to presenting the
ﬁrst IB graduate with the ﬁrst scholarship,” Schaefer said.
•
Contributions to the fund may be made to:
Dr. Bill Schaefer Scholarship Fund
c/o Upper Arlington Education Foundation
c/
1950 N. Mallway
Upper Arlington, OH 43221
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College

Increasing competition leaves
students with fewer options

•andieDIEMER

S

currying out of the eech and debate meeting early in order to
arrive to cross country praice on time, senior Aby DeRoberts
cannot help but think of the piles of homework and college applications awaiting her at home. An IB diploma candidate, DeRoberts
has higher-level coursework, athletics and extracurriculars to balance in her chaotic schedule.
However, DeRoberts found that playing multiple sports, taking
the most diﬃcult classes, founding clubs and packing her resume
with other examples of leadership no longer seemed to be enough
for colleges.
Ranked in the top 10 percent of her class, DeRoberts, a strong
student, aive leader and eager participant, thought she was a
qualiﬁed candidate for virtually any college.
“As far as academics, I have pretty much tried to take the most
diﬃcult classes I could,” DeRoberts said. “I’ve played various sports
through high school, been class treasurer all four years and done
mock trial since my sophomore year.”
After being denied from her top choice DeRoberts, like many
students, staﬀ and parents, began to realize the increasing level of
diﬃculty for gaining college admission.
UAHS college counselor Mark Davis said within the past ﬁve

WARNING:
Highly Selective
graphic • chrissyHUMMEL

years the Ivy Leagues and other selective schools have seen a 25-30
percent boost in applications, while moderately selective schools
have only seen a 15-20 percent increase.
“There is a lot of social pressure and ideas that in order to get any

2140 Tremont Center

“The Quality You Expect ... The Service You Deserve.”

Full service catering available
“Huﬀman’s In A Hurry”

Call us TODAY: (614) 486-5336
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type of reasonale job, people must have to have a four-year degree,”
Davis said.
DeRoberts agreed, stating the lack of a college degree is looked
down upon, creating an atmosphere of anxiety in which kids think
it is necessary to apply to as many schools as they can, which ﬂoods
admission oﬃces and further intensiﬁes competition.
“You can even see it locally with OSU,” DeRoberts said. “Before, everyone used to get in, but now it’s actually becoming much
more selective.”
The recent changes in The Ohio State University’s policies to
stay current with society’s standards have made it more diﬃcult
to gain admission, Davis said.
“A college degree is almost becoming a necessity to be successful
in the workplace,” DeRoberts said. “Not only is it expected by the
parents, but also future employers.”
Certain colleges have implemented an early decision application, where students legally bind themselves to attend if admitted.
This program is for proective students who know exactly which
college they want to attend, and it provides an opportunity to gain
admission before regular deadline applicants.
Yet early decision does not necessarily mean early admittance.
According to Davis, the pool of early decision applicants is a high
number of extremely qualiﬁed students; this high number creates
intense competition for a limited number of selective spots.
Davis said out of the UA class of 2006—the ﬁrst to have IB Diploma students—28 students applied early decision and 13 were
admitted to the school of their choice, but only eight of these students were admitted to highly selective schools.
“The students applying for theses spots in selective schools are
just as strong as UA kids,” Davis said. “They come from very competitive private and pulic schools like UA from across the nation,
and are very similarly qualiﬁed.”
However, the tension seems to be derived partly from numbers
alone. According to the College Board, more students with high
academic qualiﬁcations are competing for college slots. More kids
are taking and scoring higher on the SAT than ever before, which
in turn forces the elite colleges to have lower undergraduate acceptance rates than a decade ago.
In 1990, 18.1 percents of applicants were admitted into Harvard, compared to 11.1 percent in 2000. For Yale, the numbers
slipped from 19.7 percent to 16.3 percent, and for Princeton, 16.8
percent to 12.4 percent.
“The pool of applicants kids are dealing with have strong credentials as well,” Davis said. “So every year there is an emphasis to
take a stronger and stronger curriculum.”
As a result more students are working harder in order to get
into the top schools in the country, DeRoberts said, but even
though the competition is yielding more qualiﬁed applicants, colleges are looking for much more than students with good SAT
scores and a decent GPA.
“Now, to get into college, you need to have a stellar GPA along
with really high SAT or ACT scores; you need to be involved with
every club, play a sport, and have a unique ‘hook,’” DeRoberts said.
“Just being smart isn’t good enough anymore.”
Davis said the competitiveness and time consumption of applying to many schools, as well as being accepted, adds another layer
of anxiety to students’ already stress-packed lives. From increased
participation in higher-level IB/AP courses to the addition of

Kathleen
Braine

Hey Kathleen,
athleen, what are you up to?
athleen
Well, I just shaved my le
legs this morning.
Congratulations. What else do you do in
the morning?
I get up around 6:15, showe, and run out the
doo with one of those PowerBa things. Then I
go pick up my neighbo, [junio] Bridget Haile,
hich usually takes a long time.
Why does that take so long?
Bridget’s driveway is crazy and long, and he parents
always inconsiderately park in the middle so I have to
maneuve around like a stunt drive ... I facto in about
ﬁve extra minutes to avoid vehicula homicide.
What kind of car do you drive?
A hite Lexus RX 300. I call it Sexy Lexi, but my friends
refe to it as the Death Mobile.
re
Be safe, Kathleen ...

writing sections on the ACT and SAT, colleges have made their
entire application process more diﬃcult, Davis said.
DeRoberts said she believes the evolution of the college application has made students like herself obsessed with gaining
college acceptance.
“Over the past four years ... I’ve been extremely busy ... preparing
to get into college,” DeRoberts said. “I would stay up ridiculously late
doing homework, but tell myself that it was okay because I would
get into a great college and then everything would be fabulous.”
In contrast, DeRoberts found this to not always be the reality.
“Kids are now working extremely hard and devoting all of their
time to school or extracurriculars and not taking enough personal
time to just hang out with friends,” DeRoberts said. “High school
is for having fun, and increasingly competitive colleges are taking
that fun away.”
Davis said it is always in the best interest of any college to grow
with their student body and that a number of them do; however,
some schools may be bound by a limitation of land or location and
simply cannot expand, causing even more admission struggle.
No matter what a student’s college plans will be, Davis said taking a strong curriculum, preparing for the ACT and SAT, improving reading and writing skills, participating in community service
and gaining leadership roles in a focused group of aivities would
strengthen any application.
“College is always a pressure that is going to be there, and it’s only
going to become harder to get into the top universities,” DeRoberts
said. “I guess it’s just important to remember that you don’t have to
•
go to an Ivy League school in order to be successful in life.”
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A Novel Idea

Senior Kristen Hamilton
publishes book for thesis
•reneeOGAKI

S

enior theses span a broad range of ideas, from
paying homage to 1960s musicians by painting a neon poster to learning about the economy
by purchasing stocks. Whatever a senior chooses to
photo • colinKAPAROS
KAP
KAPAROS
do, one thing always remains constant: they stick to
their passion. And that is exactly what senior Kris- Senior Kristen Hamilton holds up a copy of her thesis. Hamilton’s talent for writing led her to
write a novel, Adran: Life through His Eyes through Booksurge, a self-publishing service.
ten Hamilton set out to do.
Hamilton knew she had an aptitude for writing,
so, keeping her strength in mind, she decided to publish a novel for her thesis. She wrote Adran: Life Through His Eyes by by the amount of work she accomplished.
means of Booksurge, a self-pulishing service. Her talent, determi“I was eechless when [Hamilton] came to my oﬃce and annation and hard work have allowed her to go as far as she has in nounced, ‘I already ﬁnished a novel for my senior thesis, but I
life, according to senior Chelsea Ramsey.
would like to use this time to write a sequel,’” Hoover said. “I didn’t
Adran: Life Through His Eyes has a complex, historical storyline know if she could complete a second novel in four months, but she
from times when kings ruled over cities, according to its synopsis. managed to complete the entire story with a month to spare!”
“The city of Adran [is] magniﬁcent in all its glory and most
Hamilton said she managed to do this by working three hours
proerus in the land,” according to Adran: Life Through His Eyes.
everyday on her sequel. She plans on pulishing her sequel as well,
The city is ideal for protagonist Kylene, but her arrival does but not through Booksurge. She originally chose Booksurge benot go as planned. “The timing is ill for Alexavier also, who ﬁnds cause her novel was not long enough to send to a pulishing comhimself thrown into the long awaited battle with his best friend, pany or to a competition. Booksurge also allowed her to sell her
Mortimer, who led the infamous rebellion and is now seeking to book on Amazon. However, what was said to take six weeks ended
overthrow him and take his crown.”
up taking four months because she had so much troule trying to
Such historical charaeristics are common in her writing, stay in contact with the adviser via e-mail.
Hamilton said, as her interests lie in not only English but in history
Despite all the eﬀort that Hamilton put into her ﬁrst novel,
as well.
she said she still ﬁnds some errors when she goes through the ﬁ“Most of my writing is medieval,” Hamilton said. “I take an idea nal piece. When Hamilton prints her sequel, she hopes to reduce
from history and twist it into ﬁction.”
the number of errors. To accomplish this, she is taking courses at
Hamilton said other inspirations for her book came from dif- Columbus State. Last semeﬆer she took English 101 and this seferent movies and music. She also got suggestions from Ramsey; meﬆer she is taking Creative Writing.
Hamilton would write chapters of her novel and then give them
Hamilton’s passion for writing is not the only thing that conto Ramsey to edit.
sumes her time. As a member of the swim team, she has ten pracA dedication at the beginning of Hamilton’s book names tices a week anywhere from an hour and a half to four hours, acmany of her editors and attributes Ramsey as her “writing buddy.” cording to Hamilton.
Ramsey said the two exchange ideas about stories and sometimes
Hamilton is very dedicated with both swimming and writing,
even write stories together.
according to sophomore Beth Loe, a teammate. The two were in
Ramsey said she admires Hamilton for her talents and work ethic. Writer’s Group together in middle school, which was when Ham“[Hamilton has] always been a sophisticated writer,” Ramsey said. ilton became intereﬆed in writing.
“Her papers always seemed more developed than other students.”
Loe described Hamilton as a good leader and swimmer.
Hamilton’s thesis underwent some improvement to progress
“[Hamilton] works really hard and it pays oﬀ in the end befrom the original story to the ﬁnal product. With the help of cause she always does well [with swimming],” Loe said.
Ramsey, Hamilton’s English teacher Joe Hoover and others, the
With the diﬀerent interests Hamilton has, she said she is unstory continued to evolve into something very complex.
sure of what she is going to do in the future. However, Hoover
“Kristen has an amazing work ethic; she continued to edit her is convinced that she has the gift of writing and will eventually
manuscript, rewriting entire chapters, if necessary, until it reﬂect- become an author.
ed the story that she had envisioned,” Hoover said.
“I think that Kristen is incredily talented,” Hoover said. “I have
Such editing took a lot of time on Hamilton’s part, but she still no doubt—absolutely none—that we will be seeing her name on
chose to go above and beyond for her thesis. Hoover was stunned bestseller lists in the next 15 years.”
•
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A Season Torn
Apart
•samUNDERWOOD

After tearing her ACL
playing volleyball, junior
Bonnie Smith faced a
long road to recovery

K

photo • aprilREIFF

Dr. Trent Sickles assesses the damage to junior Bonnie Smith’s knee immediately following her injury in a volleyball game against Lancaster Oct. 6, 2006.
Smith was unable to ﬁnish the game or the remainder of the volleyball season, and will be unable to play sports until this summer.

aren and Fred Smith kneel in front of their daughter Bonnie as she lies on
the floor, writhing in pain. With both her coach and the opposing coach
holding her hands, Dr. Trent Sickles crouches beside her and begins to examine her right knee. Gritting her teeth, Bonnie flinches when Sickles straightens
the knee, barely hearing his comforting words over her labored breaths as he tugs
on the swollen joint. With warm tears beginning to run down her cheeks, she
allows Sickles to guide her to the sideline, where she collapses into a chair.
As the game begins again, she can only watch in agony as Sickles maneuvers her knee in various directions, and she is horrified when she
realizes how loose and rubbery the joint is. Despite his attempts to
comfort her, Bonnie finds little solace in what Sickles has to say and
begins to sob quietly to herself. Although her teammates resume
the game, Bonnie must stay on the bench; with a newly torn
ACL, she has become one of the

spectators.

photo • lindseySWANSON
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“it really can
happen to anyone”
Junior Bonnie Smith has just experienced her first sports injury. She is one
of thousands of teenagers nationwide
who find their seasons and sports careers
abruptly ended by a serious injury, many
of which occur unexpectedly and often
have lasting effects.
At first, Bonnie was unsure what had
happened. Not knowing what was wrong
with her knee, she said returning to the
game was foremost in her mind, even as
she lay on the floor in pain.
“All I thought [when it happened]
was ‘crap,’ and I remember falling to the
floor,” she said. “Really all I wanted was
for [Sickles] to pop it back in so I could
get up and keep playing.”
Unfortunately, her injury was far too
serious to allow her to play again that day
or that season. After watching the rest of
the game, Bonnie returned home and retreated to the couch, still trying to come
to grips with the situation. Despite the
support of her family and friends—her
teammates brought her ice cream and
balloons following the game—she initially struggled to cope with her injury,
even though physical pain was no longer
a problem, Karen Smith said.
“It was the disappointment of knowing
that she was done with sports for quite
some time. She was really mad that she
was going to miss the rest of the volleyball
season,” Karen said.
After a fitful night’s sleep, Bonnie went
to MAX Sports Medicine Institute near
Riverside Hospital to have an MRI taken
on her knee. When the results showed
she had indeed torn her ACL, she sched-

The Long
Road Back
Four months after tearing her
ACL, Bonnie is still a long
way from returning to sports.
Here is a brief look at her
recovery process:

10

uled her reconstructive surgery for Nov.
10, just over a month later.
Between the date of her injury and surgery, she worked diligently on strengthening her knee to prepare for surgery. Her
doctors encouraged her to try to walk
on it as soon as
possible.
Bonnie needed little
incentive; after
just a few days,
she was able to
shed her crutches
and begin walking
normally again. She
soon started simple
exercises: leg curls,
leg extensions and
even just bending and
straightening her leg,
anything to get back
into athletics as soon
as possible.

the knee.
Such injuries are common in volleyball,
girls volleyball coach Erin Mayne said.
“There’s a lot of pounding on a female’s
body in volleyball, a lot of jumping and a
lot of up and down,” Mayne said. “You’ve
got a lot of opportunities for ankle
Femur
(Thigh Bone)

A
Concerning
Trend
Unfortunately, Bonnie is not
alone in her predicament. According a 1997 study by the National
Athletic Trainers’ Association, approximately 6,000 high school athletes were injured each year between
the years 1995 and 1997. Among the
nine sports surveyed, football showed the
highest rate of injury, with 8.1 per 1,000
athletes; girls volleyball had the lowest
rate of injury, at 1.7 per 1,000.
Among all volleyball injuries, over 41
percent of these were to the ankle and
foot region, with 16 percent in the hip,
thigh and leg region, and 11 percent to

Oct. 7: An MRI conﬁrms
a tear in Bonnie’s right
ACL. She schedules
surgery for Nov. 10.

Oct. 6: Bonnie
tears her ACL
in a volleyball
match against
Lancaster.
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Fibula
injuries and knee injuries.”
According to Sickles, anterior cruciate
ligament (ACL) injuries are among the
most commonly treated injuries at MAX
Sports, along with ankle sprains and injuries to the medial collateral ligament
(MCL) in the inside of the knee.
However, unlike most sports injuries,

Nov. 18: Physical therapy
begins at MAX Sports
Medicine.

Nov. 10: Riverside Hospital
reconstructs Bonnie’s ACL. The
surgery takes about two hours.

December-Jan
Rehab progra
Sports continu
Bonnie slowl
playing spo
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Under the Knife
For Bonnie, surgery was a new experience. Prior to her surgery, she said she
was nervous, despite the reassurances of
her friends and family.

January 24: Bonnie begins to run
on a treadmill.

nuary 2006:
am at MAX
ues, bringing
ly closer to
orts again.

“I had never had anesthesia before,” matter for Bonnie.
she said. “All I remember is they gave me
First, doctors made several incisions
‘happy juice,’ as they called it, before they around her knee. By drilling two holes
gave me the anesthesia. I remember [the above and below her torn ACL, they
anesthesiologist saying], ‘Ok, you’ll start were ale to remove the remnants of the
to feel a little dizzy in 15 seconds’… after old ligament and replace it with the new
that, I don’t remember what happened.” cadaver tendon, ensuring that the new
To replace her ACL, Bonnie had ACL was in the same position as the old
three choices: she could use an ACL one. The new tendon was wedged into
from a cadaver, a tendon from her ham- place with a surgical screw, and the skin
string or one
around the site was
from the patel- When someone would get hurt, stapled back togethlar tendon in
er. In total, Bonnie
the front of the I tended to think they were just
said her surgery took
knee. This was being kind of weak, and they
about two hours.
not an easy deDespite its potencision: by ac- just didn’t really want to put
tially serious ramiﬁcepting a piece forth any effort … but I know
cations, Bonnie said
of foreign tisher surgery was sursue into her that’s not true now.
prisingly easy.
body, she could
“I remember wakexpose herself
ing
up and seeing a
• Junior Bonnie Smith
to any kind
nurse next to me, and
of infection living inside the new ACL. I kept asking him if it was over, because
Also, her doctors could not guarantee I couldn’t believe it was over,” she said.
that her body would accept the tendon; “I was like, ‘Are you sure it’s over? Are
just as transplanted organs can be re- you sure?’”
jected, the body can also reject a foreign
Even though surgery was relatively
tendon. Even if the new ACL was ini- easy, Bonnie said she was ready to leave
tially accepted, Bonnie would still run the hospital.
the risk of tearing it in the future if her
“Nothing was really focused. It was
body eventually rejected it and began to kind of all lurry and it wasn’t a combreak it down. On the other hand, us- fortale feeling,” she said. “I just really
ing a tendon from somewhere else in wanted to go home.”
her body could make her rehab more
Three hours after arriving at the hosdiﬃcult and her surgery longer, as her pital, Bonnie was ale to return home.
doctors would also need to operate on Although a month had already passed
either her hamstring or the front of her since her injury, her recovery was only
knee to harvest the new tendon.
just beginning.
Ultimately, she chose to use a cadaver
tendon. Although her father joked that
her family made sure she received a “really strong” one, surgery was no laughing
Soon after her surgery, Bonnie re

FOCUS

ACL tears tend to happen more often
in females than in males. According
to the journal The Physician and Sports
Medicine, in sports such as basketball
and soccer, women are two to four
times more likely to suffer an ACL
injury. The discrepancy
Anterior
is thought to
Cruciate
be due to a
Ligament Patella
number of
(Knee Cap)
(ACL)
factors, such
as
weaker
thigh muscles
and anatomical
and hormonal
differences.
An integral
part of the knee,
the ACL connects the lower
leg with the
upper leg, and
keeps the lower
leg stale. Although a torn
ACL can be repaired, it can
cause the knee to
become unstale,
and make it diﬃcult to balance
and pivot. As
Patellar
a multisport
Tibia
Tendon
athlete, Bon(Shin Bone)
nie could not aﬀord to take
these risks; she needed a new ACL.

the Road
to Recovery

April or May, 2006:
Rehab at MAX Sports
scheduled to end.

March: UAHS volleyball
team’s agilities program
begins.

In the future: Bonnie
must continue to
exercise her knee,
or risk it becoming
Summer 2006: Summer
unusable.
softball begins, Bonnie’s ﬁrst
athletic activity since fall of
the previous year.

graphic • macSOULT
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sumed her rehabilitation. She goes to Max Sports twice each
week for rehab, where she does a variety of exercises with athletic trainers. In recent weeks she has started walking on a
treadmill and using a stair machine, in addition to her usual
weightlifting routine. On days she does not go to MAX Sports,
she exercises at home with her
oon after sustaining the injury that effectively
athletic band, as well as doing
ended her athletic participation for the next six
wall sits and straight-leg raises.
months, Bonnie heard shocking news: her injury
Although she plans to be playmight have been easily preventable.
ing sports again by early May,
Volleyball players, coaches and some doctors
she must continue to exercise
have begun to question the beneﬁts of wearing
her knee to prevent it from beankle braces. By reinforcing the ankle and preventing it from bending, these braces can signiﬁcoming stiff or unusable in the
cantly reduce the risk of suffering an ankle injury,
future.
especially on a hard volleyball court. However,
Throughout her rehabilitaby stiffening the ankle and preventing it from
tion process, Bonnie remained a
bending, these braces may actually increase the
part of team, junior MacKenzie
risk of injury to other parts of the body, especially
Bruce said.
the knee.
“She still came to all the
According to the April 1997 issue of The Phypractices, all the games, she was
sician and Sports Medicine, data compiled by
always there for us,” Bruce said.
the NCAA between 1992 and 1997 show that
over 60 percent of female volleyball players who
Even though she said she
had suffered an ACL tear playing volleyball were
enjoys the sense of satisfaction
wearing an ankle brace on the injured leg at the
she gets from rehab, the sudden
time of injury, although it is not clear whether the
loss of sports from her life has
braces actually contributed to the injuries. In adbeen difficult on both her and
dition, the journal notes that several studies have
her family.
photo • mollyEVERETT
failed to ﬁnd a relationship between ankle braces
“We’re just ready to get her Bonnie works on rehabilitating her knee at MAX and ACL injuries, it states that the issue “needs
back in there,” Karen Smith said. Sports Medicine Insitute. She hopes to return to further investigation.”
athletics sometime this spring.
“For the first time in 12 years we
According to Bonnie, most players on the volleyball team wear Active Ankles, a type of ankle brace.
won’t be watching softball [in the spring].”
Soon after her injury, Bonnie heard from a friend’s trainer
Bonnie echoed her mother’s sentiments.
that these and other types of ankle braces are suspected
“I’m dying to play sports right now,” she said. “It’s driving
by some to be a partial cause of knee injury; as a result,
me crazy.”
she and her parents plan to re-evaluate her wearing
Although her return to athletActive Ankles as she returns to volleyball this fall.
ics may only be a few months away,
Although they initially welcomed Bonnie’s use of
Sickles said Bonnie may not be able
ankle braces, they said they are now more skeptical
to play at the same level as before
of the beneﬁts of Active Ankles and similar braces.
her injury until sometime next year.
Despite the controversy, there is no medical reason to avoid wearing Active Ankles or similar ankle
“While she’ll be able to play
braces in sports, Sickles said.
sports in six or eight months, she
“There’s some debate about the best kind of
won’t be at 100 percent probably for
ankle
brace to wear and things like that,” he said,
more than a year,” he said.
“but there’s no reason that I’m aware of that wearAfter suffering her first serious
ing ankle braces increases your risk of getting an
injury Bonnie said her experiences
ACL injury.”
have helped her to gain a new perHowever, Bonnie’s use of an ankle brace is not
spective on the ugly side of sports.
the only possible reason for her injury. Although the
“I didn’t realize how frequent
exact causes of ACL tears are not clear, Sickles said
improving balance and muscle strength, especially
injuries were,” she said. “When
in the core muscle areas, can signiﬁcantly reduce
someone would get hurt, I tended
photo courtesy • activeankle.com
to think they were just being kind Although they can reduce the severity of the risk of suffering a serious knee injury.
“There’s a lot of research going on trying to deof weak, and they just didn’t really an ankle injury, Active Ankles have been
termine the risk factors for people to have anterior
questioned
for
their
role
in
knee
injuries.
want to put forth any effort … but I
cruciate ligament injuries,” he said. “Nobody’s 100
know that’s not true now.”
percent sure what all these risk factors are, but what I do
She also understands how easily a normally enjoyable sport
know is that doing strengthening exercises, working on
can become dangerous, and how easily athletes can be injured.
core muscle strength [and] working on balancing exercises
“It really can happen to anyone,” she added. “I never thought
[can help prevent ACL injuries].”
•
it would happen to me, but it did.”
•

Parents, students question
beneﬁts of ankle braces
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photo • colinKAPAROS

photo • emilyMEAD

ABOVE • Junior basketball player Mike Schwartz
looks to pass at the Jan. 28 game against
Groveport Madison. Schwartz helped the
boys basketball Bears win 64-60.
TOP RIGHT • Senior wrestler Lee Catt grapples
with his Newark opponent during a match on
Jan. 19. Catt later pinned his opponent, helping UA defeat Newark 42-34.
BOTTOM RIGHT • Junior gymnast Kristin Cochran performs a shoulder roll during the
Dublin Coffman Quad on Feb. 2. UA went
on to take second to Hilliard Davidson.
BELOW • Senior basketball player Maggie Bremer
prepares to go one-on-one against her Reynoldsburg opponent on Jan. 31. The Bears lost
to the Raiders 88-66.

photo • lindsey
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Breaking the prejud ICE
•aprilREIFF
aprilREIFF

A

s the whistle lows signaling the conclusion of another team a week. After earning a spot on the JV team, she experienced the
praice, all the players skate oﬀ the rink, huddling around diﬀerences in playing with the opposite gender.
for a ﬁnal team meeting. Within the group of short-haired
“Playing with all guys is deﬁnitely more physical, and the guys are
high school boys, a londe, long-haired pony tail stands out.
much more competitive compared to my girls team,” she said.
While the JV team is made up of players from all grades, the
And as the season continued coach McIlroy only noticed imlonde pony tail belongs to senior Anneliese Gegenheimer, and provements in her game.
yes, she is a female.
“She has deﬁnitely gotten more physical; she’s got a lot more
As the hockey season comes to a close, players, coaches and stu- drive. She doesn’t mind checking; she’s more aggressive in going afdents look back to some of the diﬀerences and additions to the JV ter the puck and passing the puck to her teammates. She’s learned
team this year.
how to skate better and also she’s learned how to incorporate the
First-year JV coach Peter McIlroy said a female hockey player basic skills into her playing time,” McIlroy said.
has never played in the past.
While continually learning and getting used to playing with all
“Although this is my ﬁrst season
males, Gegenheimer also had to get used
coaching, I have never come across a
to the gender separation with the team.
female hockey player playing on the
“I didn’t come onto this team to be
high school level,” McIlroy said. “There
known as ‘the girl’. I came onto this team
are female hockey leagues; many of the
to be another team player, and the team
females playing tend to stick to those.”
this year has treated me as another team
While Gegenheimer has had preplayer rather than ‘the girl,’” she said.
vious experience on the ice, this year
“Anneliese removes the gender prejuwas her ﬁrst playing on a male-domidice ... very well. She’s in there ﬁghting all
nated team.
the time even though she is considered
“I used to ﬁgure skate. Although
the minority. She’s got a great attitude
this is my ﬁrst season playing for UA,
and is a team player,” McIlroy said.
I’ve played the past two years on a club
Acceptance only reinforces the
team, and also last year I played on a
power behind a team, and going back
second team that was an all-girls team,”
to the basics of the game only pushes a
Gegenheimer said.
player further, Gegenheimer said.
According to McIlroy, female hock“I love the way the coach talks about
ey players are becoming more complaying with heart and spirit because that’s
mon, eecially with the introduction
exactly how sports should be played,” she
of women’s hockey to the Olympics.
said. “I play because I love the game.”
Deciding to play on an all-male
Looking back on the season Gegenteam was a touch-and-go decision for
heimer is all smiles.
Gegenheimer, eecially where her
“I came in hoping that I could be
skills were a factor.
part of a team-type setting, which I have
“I wanted to wait a couple of years
been,” she said. “I was just really excited
photo • mollyEVERETT
to play on the UA team so I could im- The JV hockey team gathers around coach Peter McIlroy dur- that I got the chance to play for my school
prove on some of my skills,” she said.
ing practice. While the team consists of mostly males, senior rather than a separate league.”
As a team sport, hockey relies upon Anneliese Gegenheimer is a member of the team too.
Having played on the third line durthe skills of the entire group; Gegening the season, Gegenheimer leaves the
heimer wanted to make sure she would be a strong contribution season as a part of the team and a player who McIlroy said will
to the success of the team.
not be remembered because she is a female.
“I’ve never really played a team sport,” she said. “I play tennis
“I think the fact that she has chosen to play hockey just shows
and tennis is more of an individual sport. Also, last year I started her level of commitment and determination, and I really admire
track which is also a more individually-focused sport. This year I her and I know the rest of the players admire her for that,” he said.
really wanted to be a part of a team, where I could see the players “She has great team spirit, and I wish her all the luck in her future.”
at school and I could have a better relationship with my team.”
As the players leave the huddle with their proerous season
Becoming bored with ﬁgure skating, Gegenheimer was quick behind them, Gegenheimer will forever keep her ﬁrst high school
•
to join in on the team’s captain’s praices and team lifting twice season with her throughout her life.

The UNDERline: Swimming/Diving: States-Feb. 23-25 @ Canton, Wrestling: Districts-Feb. 24-25 @ Gahanna, Gymnastics: Districts-Feb. 24-25 @ Worthington Kilborne,
14
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current head coach Dan Peterkoski.
While each coach has experienced similar success with state championships, it is
their individual coaching styles and strategies that make the winning possile.
“I’ve been elected to coach the team, but
it’s basically [the senior’s] team,” Wolford said.
As a coach, Wolford can help teach his
players diﬀerent skills throughout the season in praice and from the sideline, but as
far as what happens on the ﬁeld, the players control what happens. This is why he
believes it is important to give the leadership role to the seniors.
“They help make a lot of decisions that
go along with the team”, Wolford said, making their role huge in leading the team in
the right direction.
photo courtesy• elacrosse
As Wolford stresses a leadership role
Coach Ted Wolford of the boys varsity lacrosse team points out some strategies during halftime of a game
against Landon last season. The 2005 team ended the season as state champions, making it Wolford’s eighth
in his teams’ success, Peterkoski focuses
state championship in his 13 years as head coach.
on motivation.
“Coaching is about trying many different things and trying to ﬁnd out what
works for each athlete. All athletes are motivated diﬀerently. By getting to know each
one personally, hopefully I can ﬁnd out
what buttons to push when the game is on
the line,” Peterkoski said.
•jonnyGRIFFITH
From leadership to motivation, Stamps’
he most success in UA sports over the
Taking over for Shawn Walton as head method includes getting his tennis girls folast decade has come from the ﬁeld in the coach of the girls tennis team, Shaun Stamps cused so they can perform at their highest
Marv Moorehead Memorial Stadium with has been ale to continue the teams’ im- levels during matches.
the boys lacrosse team, the tennis courts with pressive state championship streak of eight
“I try to keep [my athletes] focused
the girls tennis team and the natatorium with years, helping the Bears to two state cham- in the few hours that I end with them.
the girls water polo team.
pionships in his two years as head coach.
Whether it’s changing the drills in praice
Many accomplished athletes have come
The girls water polo team has had sig- or the strategy in a match, getting them to
and gone from these three properform at their best in one moment
grams, which has helped make
of time is my objective. If they’ve
their teams proerous, but it
done that and their opponent hapis the coaches still remaining on
pened to be better than them on that
State Championships since 1994
the sidelines who have helped
day, they have nothing to be ashamed
Boys Lacrosse
Girls Tennis
Girls Water
make these programs consisof,” he said.
1994
1996
Polo
tently great.
Looking toward the future of his pro1995
1998
1994
One of the coaches guiding
gram, Stamps said his biggest strategy
1997
1999
1995
these programs includes Ted
will be to stick to his style of coaching.
1998
2000
2000
Wolford, head coach of the boys
“[Coaches] cannot control the level
2000
2001
2001
lacrosse team. He became the
of talent that enrolls each year. All
2001
2002
2002
2004
2003
leader of a successful lacrosse
[they] can do is try to help each player
2003
2005
2004
2004
program in 1993 and has made
recognize and raise their own level [of
2005
2005
it nothing short of a dynasty, as
talent] that may be hidden inside.”
he and his teams have produced
As great players are a big roll in
Bold years: State Championships under current coach
eight state championships since
these three teams’ success, the coachthe beginning of his reign.
es, who remain year after year, are
While the lacrosse team has had evident niﬁcant achievements of its own with six the ones who have the greatest impact, as
success, the girls tennis team has achieved straight state championships split between their strategies have made their teams the
•
similar results.
former head coach Kevin Chapman and most successful of them all at UA.

Successful athletic programs
start with coaches’ leadership

T

For the record

States-Te
T am March 3, Individual-March 4 @ Hilliard Darby, Hockey: District Semis-Feb. 26 @ Ice Haus, Boys Basketball: Districts-2nd Round Feb. 25 @ Coliseum (with win on Feb.22)
Te
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“W

e’ll rid this village of the Beast!” senior Mark Ferritto
shouts to the crowd of angry villagers. “We’ll lay siege to
and bring back his head!” As the mob cheers and breaks
into song, they follow Ferritto across the stage toward the castle.
Ferritto, who played the part of Gaston in Beauty and the Beaﬆ,
said the production this year was very diﬀerent from last year’s
South Paciﬁc.
Such changes were what made Beauty
uty and the Beaﬆ more appealing than the traditional school productions like South Paciﬁc
and Annie Get You Gun, director Eric Kauﬀman said.
“[Beauty and the Beaﬆ] is a contemporary production,” Kauﬀman said. “The time period and genre have completely changed,”
Junior Ashley Davis, one of the “silly girls” who admire Gaston,
said the production also diﬀered in terms of cast size and diversity.
With 90 people, this year’s cast was much smaller than those
from previous years and included an even distribution of students
from diﬀerent grade levels, Ferritto said.
The lead role was also aﬀected by the cast’s diversity, with sophomore Beth Ellson playing Belle. Ellson, who has been involved in
theater for eight years, said she was excited for her part despite the
amount of work it required.
“It’s always been a rule of mine that seniority doesn’t take precedent,” Kauﬀman said. “The best person for the part should get the
role, regardless of age, because everyone ... is on an even playing
ﬁeld in terms of talent and ability.”
Kauﬀman’s openmindedness with the age of his actors allowed
younger students to audition for parts in the production. Seven
elementary and middle school students were selected to play the
parts of Chip and various village children.
“When we couldn’t ﬁnd anyone with an unchanged voice to play
the part of Chip, we placed an ad in the UA News,” Ferritto said.
Kauﬀman said he looked for a student who was under ﬁve feet
tall and between the fourth and seventh grades. Of the 23 students
who auditioned, Windermere fourth grader Daniel Kington was
chosen to play Chip. However, Kauﬀman was so impressed with
the other students’ performances that he decided to include three
boys and three girls to create a more realistic atmosphere.
“There would be children in the marketplace, so it makes sense
to have little kids running around in the opening scene,” Davis said.
“[The younger students] are great; you can tell they are happy just
to be a part of the show and they all work so hard.”
Despite the large age diﬀerences, Ferritto liked working with
the younger students and the smaller cast because it allowed them
to become a tighter, more goal-oriented group.
“We don’t split oﬀ into faions; we work as a unit,” Ferritto
said. “Everyone knows and strives for the common goal, and we
help each other become better musicians.”
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photo • emilyMEAD

Sophomore Beth Ellson rehearses her part as Belle in preparation for the
Feb. 23-26 Beauty and the Beast performances.

Because there were fewer cast members, the cast had more time
to work with the development of each charaer, Ferritto said.
“We can focus more on each person so the charaers are individualized and each person has [his or her] own shining moment,”
he said.
To create distinct charaers, Kauﬀman said he wanted to model the production oﬀ of the Disney version as much as possile.
Many of the cast members, including Ferritto, picked up on the
Disney theme and incorporated it into their aing.
“We’re trying to exaggerate our aions and not make it so realistic,” Ferritto said. “Even the set is as cartoonish as possile so
people remember it and relate to the [Disney] movie.”
Davis’ familiarity with the Disney production made it easier for
her to learn her part.
“We already know these charaers, so portraying them isn’t
that hard,” Davis said. “It makes it easier to learn because most of
us already know some of the songs and the lines.”
One of the biggest challenges that came from choosing a Disney
production was meeting the pulic’s expectations while still staying within the $40,000 budget, Kauﬀman said.
“Everyone knows the show so well that you have to really look at it
from an audience’s perective and make sure that you’re giving them
what they want,” Kauﬀman said. “[They want that] Disney magic.” •
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Schwarz Sunoco
1800 W. LANE AVE
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43221
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Holy Cross College offers a contemporary liberal arts education
in the Catholic tradition. From here our curriculum leaps out
of the textbooks and into extraordinary real life experiences—
so you can discover who you are and who you want to be.
To accomplish this, every Holy Cross student participates in three programs
that complement classroom studies. After graduating, you'll have the tools
necessary to greet life with self-assurance and set a path for success.
• International Experience Program:This program offers mind-opening
opportunities to travel abroad and experience another culture.
• Internship Pr
Prog ram: An internship geared to individual professional
of
ofessional
objectives creates clear career goals, self-belief and on-the-job experience
before graduation.
• Community Service Program: Students put personal principles
into action by serving others, strengthening their value system
and experiencing the difference one person can make.

Holy Cross College

Prepare for the Possibilities
To contact a Holy Cross College admissions counselor,
call 574-239-8400 or visit www.hcc-nd.edu.
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Student offers State of the School address
I
have been inspired by the words
of our articulate President in
his last State of the Union speech.
In this spirit I have decided to
write my own State of the School
speech. ((Now pause for 6.5 minutes
of clapping.)
UAHS stands as a beacon of
hope in the sea of lesser central
Ohio high schools, and as Bears
we must uphold this honor and
never falter in our quest for
greatness. We must never forget
•kristinePERRY
that we are UA and, consequentially, better than those schools
harboring terrorists in the form of wildcats and lions.
Although UA is superior to surrounding schools, it is not
perfect. We are, however, winning the war against litter. Our
brave vice principals and campus supervisor Wendy Kramer
have been fighting in the trenches to prevent the insurgents of
litter on Brandon Road and we are winning. Though the battle
is long and tiring, I have no doubt that with a positive attitude
and “strategery” we will be triumphant.
I would also like to take this time to congratulate the
UAHS economy. Bear Essentials is thriving. It has been able
to support many mother-volunteers with ease. However, I
feel that students are becoming too dependant on this store

for supplies that should have already been purchased. By the
year 2021 UAHS should dismantle Bear Essentials to ensure
students depend only on themselves for school supplies. This
should be sufficient time for the food service to kick its business into high gear and support UAHS’s internal economy.
But if this is to happen there must be no junk food ban. Yet
again, this is the perfect time to mention UAHS’s greatness, go
Bears! (More clapping.)
It would not be a State of the School speech if I did not
touch upon the school government. I am delighted to see the
camaraderie between the different classes in the student council. But I would also like to hold these members accountable
for their failures. (More clapping.) In last year’s election, student council president & VP hopefuls promised music in the
halls on every Friday. I’ve walked through the soundless hallways on many a non-homeroom Friday, and I have felt a deep
sense of betrayal. The elected officials have lied to us, and we
must hold them responsible. We must demand that music be
played. We must fight for our rights to dance and sing.
Over all, UAHS is doing extremely well. I have no question
that we are the best school in all of Ohio, a model of academic and athletic excellency. In the future we might encounter
hardships, such as the continued war on litter, but if we hold
steadfast in our resolve to be great then we will prevail. Go
Bears and God bless. (Continue clapping for the next 10-15 minutes and then shake my hand when you see me in the hall, maybe
•
even hug me. Ask for my autograph ... if you feel so inclined.)

Administration responds slowly to behavior
•staffEDITORIAL

“S

tart your tractor!” “Sew your pants!” “Pump our gas!” All of been done sooner, seeing as how this offensive behavior has been
these taunts and more could be heard coming from the stu- going on for awhile.
dent section of the bleachers at recent basketball games. Judging
Excited fans yelling in support of our team is not offensive, beby the number of bigoted insults directed
cause comments like those are in the spirit
at the other team and its fans, it seems that Rather than responding to the
of the game. What is offensive is when
some UA students care more about makour fans feel that the game is no longer a
ing fun of poor people than they do about behavior at the basketball games game, but rather an opportunity to bash
which team wins the game.
people who they feel, for whatever reason,
because of the behavior itself,
This sort of behavior has been going on
are inferior.
for a long time, and the administration’s the administration waited until
It should be unnecessary to criticize
response was slow. Rather than respondthe administration for mishandling poor
student behavior. Then again, it should
ing to the behavior at the basketball games the mockery and chanting had
because of the behavior itself, it waited ununnecessary to address poor behavbecome such a popular activity be
ior at all, because it should not exist.
til the mockery and chanting had become
such a popular activity that the perpetra- that the perpetrators went so far
Principal Kip Greenhill is right when he
tors went so far as to post signs encouragindicates it is often a small minority that
as to post signs encouraging the causes problems. Most students are not
ing the spread of the attitude.
On more than one occasion, UA stuparticipating in this behavior but it is a
spread of the attitude.
problem nonetheless because this is the
dents have singled out and mocked players on the other team, initiated chants and
behavior for which we are remembered .
even dressed to offend other socio-economic backgrounds. It is It would be nice if UA students did not have to be judged based
particularly disheartening in light of the knowledge that many of on individuals such as the one who put up the signs before the
the offenders were upperclassmen. But something should have Lancaster game.
•
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were ﬁghting oﬀ foot soldiers, I was right there with them, body
slamming my share of bad guys into the couch. Thankfully the past
12 years or so have not weathered my love for cartoon mayhem
one bit.
The cartoons of today leave no room for body slamming. Instead they attempt to entertain their target audience by writing
shows about awkward bumling adolescents with silly voices and
strangely-shaped bodies navigating their way through elementary
school. Cartoons like Ninja Turtles instilled in youngsters a sense
of personal strength and civic duty. What are the cartoons of today
trying to teach children? How to feel weird about yourself ?
I guess I am just a relic of a lost generation of cartoon enthusiasts. The rest of my kind have all grown up and moved on to other
venues of entertainment, and thus, the market has moved on and
replaced aion packed adventures in 15-minute increments with
creepy programing such as My Gym Partne’s a Monkey
Monkey, a show
whose premise is as self explanatory as it is equally unsettling. XMen, Dino Riders, and even Johnny Quest live on only in memory, all
locked away deep in some basement
•
away from a society that no longer
desires their presence. I only hope one
day they will rise again, and children
will once again be ale to end their
Saturday mornings in the dark living vicariously through robotics-augmented crime
ﬁghters. •

1650 Ridgeview

emember back when you
would pass up a day at the pool
for a cartoon binge? The kind that
started in the morning and ended
sometime in the late afternoon?
Remember closing the linds in
order to lock out the glare on the
TV and shutting all the windows
and doors so the sound of lawn
mowers wouldn’t interfer with
your viewing? Watching cartoons
for hours on end used to be on par
with a religious experience. It was
•grahamBOWMAN
worth the loodshot eyes and the
vampire-like skin because, well,
cartoons used to be really, really cool. There was Dino Riders: the
shows about humans and aliens who fought wars riding dinosaurs with robot augmentations. There was The Centurions: a trio
of crime-ﬁghters who wore high-tech suits with various diﬀerent
robot-weapon augmentations that they could beam down from
their space station. The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
were still around and both the X-Men AND SpiderMan still had cartoon shows. Whatever
happened to that golden age of children’s television?
Maybe the shows in rotation on Cartoon Network don’t get me throwing
punches in the air and body slamming imaginary enemies into the couch cushions anymore because I’m
18 years old and my tastes are much more sophisticated. Maybe
I’ve simply lost my childhood innocence and can’t get the same
adrenaline rush when the X-Men and Magneto’s Brotherhood of
Evil Mutants charge towards each other in the intro of the X-men
animated series.
These fears were extinguished last week when I caught the last
10 minutes or so of a Ninja Turtles episode late one night on an
obscure digital cale channel. Immediately all my childhood exuberance came rushing back to me. As Leonardo and Donatelo
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- 2nd place in Taste of UA
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FREE drink with your student I.D.!
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